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Objectives

 Bring together people from various disciplines to assess aspects of quality of Earth science data
 Establish and publish baseline of standards and best practices for data quality for adoption by
inter-agency and international data providers
 Become an authoritative and responsive resource of information and guidance to data providers
on how best to implement certain data quality standards and best practices for their datasets
 Build framework for consistent capture, harmonization, and presentation of data quality for the
purposes of climate change studies, Earth science and applications
 Objectives evolve with participant inputs

Background
 ESIP work in years past
IQ Cluster kick-off Meeting – Jan 6, 2011
Data Quality Session – Santa Fe Sumer Meeting – July 14, 2011
Led by Greg Leptoukh (NASA GSFC), who passed away on January 12, 2012
Data/Information Quality Birds of a Feather Session – Winter Meeting – January
2014, led by Carol Meyer
 Information Quality Cluster session – Summer Meeting – July 2014, led by Gilberto
Vicente
 All focused on identifying challenges, use cases, representation of DQ/IQ to help
users





Current

Proposed

Highest priority Recommendations
based on analysis of 16 use cases

Recent Work - NASA Data Quality Working Group
Category

Recommendation – Data Systems

General

DAACs: Maintain continuous and effective communication with data producers
throughout the duration of their projects.
ESDIS & DAACs: Provide a standard set of documents to be provided to
investigators and potential proposers; documents should describe what
categories of quality information should be provided and how they should be
shown using metadata.
DAACs: Capture version id, processing history, and lineage for any dataset that is
publicly available and in which multiple dataset versions of the same originating
data are likewise published.
DAACs: Request, from data producers, information about the contribution of the
various input data that are used to process a higher level product.

Standard Documents &
Processes
Standard Documents &
Processes

Recommendation - Science
Data Producers: Develop a data quality plan for each data product and
submit it along with the data for dissemination.
HQ: Include references to standard set of documents in calls for proposals.
Data Producers: Consult the existing guidelines that describe categories of
data quality and provide information and evidence about the quality of the
data set for each category.

Quality of Input Datasets
used in Generating
Products
Quality Flags and Indicators DAACs: Describe quality flags in the data documentation and in the list of
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) about the dataset.

Data Producers: Include information about correctness /uncertainty of input
datasets used (e.g., land/ocean/region masks) along with products (e.g., sea
ice product).
Data Producers: Provide users with a list of quality flags for questionable
values along with descriptions for each quality flag (e.g., as provided by
MODIS land products).
Data Producers: Make quality flags publicly accessible and directly
Quality Flags and Indicators DAACs: Provide easy-to-use quality flags using standardized metadata and
documenting the lineage and derivations of each quality flag.
corresponding to a quantifiable metric, such as the related uncertainty,
confidence intervals, and confidence levels.
Metadata Consistency
DAACs: Employ metadata consistency checking tool that meets usability needs
Data Producers: Give recommendations on how data quality related
and generates reports with standards-based accuracy, precision, and uncertainty attributes will be evaluated in the metadata scoring framework.
Checking
attributes provided in data granules.
Data Producers: Convey fully the limitations of specific datasets, for inclusion
Publicizing Quality Issues: DAACs: Host a prominent web page that captures known quality issues.
in documentation and dataset descriptions.
Publicizing Quality Issues:

Publicizing Quality Issues
Publicizing Quality Issues

DAACs: Provide enough publicly available information with self-describing
metadata and documentation such that the need for users to contact the DAACs
is minimized.
DAACs: Include documentation on how accuracy and uncertainty of products
Data Producers: Provide all data with added quality and/or uncertainty flags
were determined.
for the areas that have potential limitations.
DAACs: Inform users as soon as possible when data are compromised and
provide status updates when readily available.

Data Producers: Provide information to DAACs promptly regarding any
compromised datasets.

Dataset Recommendations DAACs: Provide standing recommendations quickly to alternative datasets when
a dataset has been retired or quarantined.

Recent Work – NOAA Product and Stewardship Maturity Matrices

 Other relevant activities
 NASA Earth Science Data System Working Groups (ESDSWG) – Metrics Planning and
Reporting WG (Product Quality Checklists) – 2010-2012
 NASA ESDSWG Data Quality WG (Recommendations) – 2014-present
 NOAA Data and Stewardship Maturity Matrices – 2008 - present
 EUMETSAT CORE-CLIMAX System Maturity Matrix (e.g.,
http://presentations.copernicus.org/EGU2015-10158_presentation.pdf - 2014)
 CEOS Essential Climate Variables (ECV) Inventory Questions
 GEOSS Data Quality Guidelines
 Quality Assurance framework for Earth Observation (QA4EO)
 ISO Metadata Quality Standards (19157:2013; 19158:2012)
 NCAR Community Contribution Pages

Aspects of Information Quality – Key Defining Questions
 Science Data Quality
 How accurate, precise and valid are the data?
 How well have the error sources and uncertainties been characterized and documented?

 Product Quality
 Has science quality been assessed and well documented?
 How well have quality procedures and methods been defined, implemented, and documented?
 How complete are metadata and documentation?

 Stewardship Quality





How well are data being managed and preserved by an archive or repository?
How well are science and product quality information being documented and captured in metadata?
How easy is it for users to find, get, understand, trust, and use data?
Does archive have people who understand the data available to help users?

The NOAA NCEI Climate Data Record (CDR) Maturity Matrix assesses the readiness
of a product as a NOAA satellite CDR. It provides consistent guidance to data
producers for improved data quality and long-term preservation. The latest CDR
matrix template can be found at http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdr/guidelines.html.

The NCEI/CICS-NC Scientific Data Stewardship Maturity Matrix (SMM) provides a
unified framework for assessing the maturity of measurable stewardship practices
applied to individual digital Earth Science datasets that are publicly available. It
provides understandable data quality information to users including scientists and
actionable information to management. The latest SMM template can be found at
http://tinyurl.com/DSMMtemplate.

IQ Cluster- Suggested Activities
 Coordinate use case studies with broad and diverse applications, collaborating with the ESIP Data
Stewardship Committee and various national and international programs
 Identify additional needs for consistently capturing, describing, and conveying quality information
 Establish and provide community-wide guidance on roles and responsibilities of key players and
stakeholders including users and management
 Prototype conveying quality information to users using approach proposed by Vicente (Summer 2014)
 Evaluate NASA ESDSWG DQWG recommendations and propose possible implementations.
 Establish a baseline of standards and best practices for data quality, collaborating with the ESIP
Documentation Cluster and Earth Science agencies.
 Engage data provider, data managers, and data user communities as resources to improve our standards
and best practices.
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